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The Island of Andaman is located in Bay of Bengal which is in Eastern side of country India. The
Andaman & Nicobar are the collection of 572 beautiful small Islands that still nourishes with its own
unique ancient value and tradition as well. Trip to Andaman is considered as a gift during the
summer vacation in India because most of the people from India would like to take the trip. Taking
Andaman tourism is an absolute pleasure and tourists will find more and more options to rejoice and
delight in the peaceful ambience that nobody could imagine and explain as well.

Visiting the attractive places and walking around the beautiful spots will give enormous pleasure and
refresh the mind of visitors. Trip to Andaman is well recognized for its exceptional sightseeing
places and it has various options to entertain tourist such as scuba diving, boating, Para jumping
and etc. Andaman tourism is the perfect option for beach lovers as the beaches of Andaman are
completely covered with miles of golden sands that glitters in sunlight. Beaches like Radhnagar
Beach, Harminder Bay Beach, Ramnagar beach and Karmatang beach are very renowned for its
elegance and it will please the tourist as well.

Along with that the beaches the Andaman tourism is well known for its adventurous safari, wildlife
visiting, cultural fiestas and festivals. The wildlife safari is the one what the tourist eagerly looking
forward to have it. The thick woods that wrap these islands and the numerous beautiful flora and
fauna in the place give room for varieties of birds and animals as well. The tribes of Andaman is
very concerned about the well being of their own land so they will not allow the tourist to pollute their
land as well. So do not disturb the native people while taking a Trip to Andaman.

Trip to Andaman is the most expected as well as unreachable one by lower economic people so the
tourism board proposes lots of discounts and offers to draw the vacationer during vacation time.
Frequent international planes are scheduled to Andaman from parts of the globe that makes the
journey comfortable and ease one. Sometimes the tourism board presents economic packages that
anyone can afford to pay for it. Even the tourist can book their travel package through phone as well
as internet. Then what are you waiting for, just rush up to register your Andaman tourism.
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Mark Henry - About Author:
Author is an associate editor for a Andaman Tourism. Get all possible information about a Trip to
Andaman . we also provide world tourism packages with wide range of Holiday Package deals
anywhere  Also check our other theme destination.
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